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Ostrowski proved that if v is a valuation on an algebraically closed field F and if w is a 
valuation extending 2, to the field F(x) of rational functions over F, then w is defined by a 
transcendental pseudo-convergent net (that is, an Ostrowski net) or w is a Rella extension 
of w centered about x - c for some c in F. In this paper, valuations on the field of rational 
functions over an arbitrary field determined by Ostrowski nets, along with the topologies 
they generate, are investigated. 
1. Introduction 
Let F be a field and let 21 be a valuation on F. A family (ap)pEB of 
elements in F is a u-Ostrowski net or a v-pseudo-convergent ne if B is a 
well ordered set having no largest element and whenever CY, j3,n E B and 
a < jS < 2, v (a, - as) < v (up - an). (Although the term “pseudo-convergent 
net” is commonly used in the literature, in [ 5 1, in honor of Ostrowski, Warner 
renamed such nets “Ostrowski nets”, a tradition which we continue.) By 
[ 5, Theorem 31.17, p. 3271, if (ua),yE~ is a v-Ostrowski net contained in F, 
then for each p in B, there exists an element yg in the value group of 21 
such that yg = II (u,g - a,) where p is any element of B greater than p 
and (Y~)P~B is strictly increasing. (The net (y,rP)BpB~ is called the gauge of 
the v-Ostrowski net (u~)P~B. ) Moreover, if f is any polynomial in F [x 1, 
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then (V (f (ap ) ))pE~ is eventual1 y strictly increasing or (V (f (up ) ))bEB is 
eventually stationary, that is, either there exists a p in B such that for all 
a,1 E B, if /I I cy < A, then 21 (f (a,)) < u (f (aA)) or there exists a p in 
B such that for all Q: in B, if j3 5 Q, then v(f(ap)) = v(f(a,)) [2, Lem- 
mas 1 and 51. (Note that Lemma 5 of [ 21 is first stated by Ostrowski in 
[4, III, p. 3711.) 
Suppose that (ag)pEB is a v-Ostrowski net contained in F such that for all 
polynomials f in F [x 1, (u (f (aa ) ))pE~ is eventually stationary. (Kaplansky 
called such an Ostrowski net a transcendental Ostrowski net and defined (ap)BEB 
to be algebraic if (ap)pEB is not transcendental. See [2].) Then there exists 
an extension w of 21 to the field F (x ) of rational functions over F given as 
follows. If f E F [xl, let fif E B be such that for all cy in B, if a 2 pf, then 
v(f(a,)) = v(f(ap,)). Let we(f) = v(f(ap,)). It is easy to verify that wg 
defines a valuation on F [x ] and hence extends to a valuation w on F (x ) 
( [2, Theorem 21 and [ 5, Theorem 20.2, p. 1601). 
Suppose on the other hand that (ap)pEB is an algebraic v-Ostrowski net 
contained in F. Then there exists a manic polynomial f of least degree such 
that (v (f (up )))PEB is eventually strictly increasing. Note that f is irreducible 
over F. Let a be a root of f in some splitting field of f over F. Then 
(ap)pEB defines a valuation w on F(a) extending ZI. Indeed, if g is a nonzero 
polynomial in F [x ] such that deg g < deg f, then there exists pg E B such that 
ifa E B anda > pg, thenv(g(a,)) = v(g(ap,)). Let w(g(a)) = v(g(ap,)). 
That w is a valuation on F (a ) follows from Theorem 3 of [ 2 1. 
In this paper we extend the above notions and consider valuations U’ extend- 
ing u to an extension field K of F and v’-Ostrowski nets (ap)pCB contained in 
K that are F-transcendental, that is, for which (v’ (f (ap)))pEB is eventually 
stationary for all polynomials f in F [x 1. We determine when a v’-Ostrowski 
net in K with gauge cofinal in the value group of V’ is F-transcendental and we 
give an explicit formula for the valuation defined on the field F (x ) of rational 
functions over F by such a net. We also determine when an F-transcendental 
v’-Ostrowski net in F and an F-transcendental v’-Ostrowski net in K define 
the same topology on F (x ). 
In general it does not suffice to merely consider F-transcendental Ostrowski 
nets contained in F. We show that if F is any field having a proper discrete 
real valuation ‘u and if K is any algebraically closed field with real valuation U’ 
extending ZI to K such that K contains the completion of F for u but K is not 
complete for u’, then there exists an F-transcendental v’-Ostrowski net (ai)rI 
contained in K such that if (bp)pEB is any F-transcendental v-Ostrowski net 
contained in F, then the valuations defined on the field of rational functions 
over F by (ai)zl and (bB)PEB are independent. 
Henceforth, if F is a field, then F [x] will denote the ring of polynomials in 
x with coefficients in F, F (x ) will denote the field of rational functions over 
F and Falgebraic closure will denote an algebraic closure of F. If u is a valuation 
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on F, P and 5 will denote the completion of F for the topology TV defined by 
v and the unique extension of v to p defining the topology on $‘, respectively. 
2. Ostrowski nets 
Let F be a field, let K be an extension field of F and let ‘u be a valuation 
on K. A v-Ostrowski net (ap)pE~ contained in K is F-transcendental if for 
all f in F [xl, (v (f (aa 1 ))BEB is eventually stationary. Otherwise (u~)P~B is 
said to be F-algebraic. As in Section 1, if (ap)pCB is F-transcendental, then 
(aa)pEB defines a valuation w on F(x) extending V]F such that for all f 
in F[xl, w(f) = v (f (aa/ ) ). We will call w (T,, ) the valuation (topology) 
on F(x) defined by (ap)pCB. Observe that if (ap)PEs is an F-transcendental 
v-Ostrowski net and if (aB)peB! is a subnet of (ap)pEB, then (ap)~cs~ is F- 
transcendental and the valuations defined on F(x) by (ap)pCB and (ap)BEBl 
are identical. Two F-transcendental v-Ostrowski nets (ab)pEs and (bl)AEc are 
F-equivalent, denoted by (ap)peB NF (bA)nEc, if they define the same topology 
on F(x). Clearly -F is an equivalence relation on the set of F-transcendental 
v-Ostrowski nets in K. 
If (ap)bEB is an F-algebraic v-Ostrowski net in K, let f be a manic polyno- 
mial of smallest degree in F [x] such that (v (f (as) ))pE~ is eventually strictly 
increasing and let a be a root of f in some extension field of F. As in Sec- 
tion 1, (ap)peB defines an extension w, of V]F to F(a). As above, we will call 
wa (T,, ) the valuation (topology) on F(a) defined by (ap)peB. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of [5, Theorem 31.20, 
p. 3301. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a field, let v be a valuation on K and let (ab)jEB be 
a v-Ostrowski net in K with gauge (yp)pE~. Zf f is a nonzero polynomial in 
K [xl, then the following are equivalent. 
( 1) (v 
in L such that w (up - a) = yp for all p in B. 
(3) Zf L is any extension field of K for which f splits in L [x ] and if w 
is any extension of v to L, then there exists a root a off in L such that 
w(aa-a)=ypforallj3inB. q 
Theorem 2.2. Let K be an algebraic extension of a field F, let v be a valuation 
on K and let (aa)pEB be a v-Ostrowski net contained in K. Then (ap)peB is 
F-algebraic if and only if (aa)pEB is K-algebraic. 
Proof. Clearly, if (aa)pCB is F-algebraic, then (up)pEs is K-algebraic. Con- 
versely, suppose that (ab)BEB is K-algebraic. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a 
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nonzero polynomial h in K [x 1, a splitting field L of h over K, a valuation 
U’ extending v to L and a root c of h in L such that v’ (up - c) = 7~ for 
all j? in B where (YB)B~B is the gauge of (Q~)~~~. As L is algebraic over K, 
c is algebraic over F. Lemma 2.1 establishes that if f is the minimal poly- 
nomial of c over F, then (~‘(f(ap)))~~~ is eventually strictly increasing and 
consequently (v (f (q ) ))pEf3 is eventually strictly increasing. Hence (a~ )bE~ is 
F-algebraic. 0 
Recall that a subset S of a totally ordered set T is cojinal in T if for each t 
in T, there exists an element s in S with t 5 s. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G’ be a totally ordered group and let G be a subgroup of G’ 
such that G’/G is a torsion group. If S is a cojinal subset of G, then S is a 
cofinal subset of G’. 
Proof. Let M be any positive element in G’. By assumption, there exists an n 
in N with nM E G. Ifs is any element of S satisfying s > nM, then s > M. 0 
If G is the value group of a valuation v on a field K, let To be the topology 
on G U {w} for which points in G are open and for which {{a E K ] v (a) > 
M} 1 M E G} is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 00. 
Lemma 2.4. Let F be a subfield of a field K, let u be a valuation on K and let 
(ap)gEB be a v-Ostrowski net in K with gauge cofinal in the value group G of 
v. Endow G u {co} with the topology TO. 
(1) There exists a unique element a in K such that (aa)peB converges to a 
in T;. 
(2) Zf f is any polynomial in K[x], then (v(f (ap)))pe~ converges to 
G(f (a)) in To. 
(3) If (ap)peB is F-transcendental nd ifw is the valuation on F(x) defined 
by (ap)p~, then for all f in F[x], w(f) = ;I(f (a)). 
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that the gauge of (ag)pE~ 
is cofinal in G. (2) holds since 6 : (K,T,) + (Gu {co},To) is continuous 
[ 5, Theorem 20.16, p. 1651. Finally, if (ap)pCB is F-transcendental and if 
f is any nonzero polynomial in F [x 1, then (2) yields that f (a) # 0 and 
w(f) = Gcf (a)). 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let F be a subfield of a field K, let v be a valuation on K with 
value group G, let (aa)pCB be a v-Ostrowski net in K with gauge (y~)~~~ cojinal 
in G and let a E K be such that (ap)peB converges to a in TC. 
(1) (u~)B~B is F-transcendental if and only ifa is transcendental over F. 
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(2) If (ag)gEB is F-algebraic and if f (x) is a manic polynomial in F [x] of 
smallest degree such that (v (f (a8 )))pf~ is eventually strictly increasing, then 
f(u) = 0 and the valuation wa defined on F(a) by (ag)pE~ is <JF(~). 
(3) If (Q)~~~ is F-transcendental nd if w is the valuation on F(x) defined 
by (u@)~~~, then w = 6JFca) 0 e, where e, : F (x) 4 F (a) is the evaluation 
map. 
(4) If@t&?EB is an F-transcendental net contained in F, if w is the valuation 
on F(x) defined by (ap),gEB and if b E K is such that w is equivalent to GIF(b)Oeb 
where eb : F (x ) + F(b) is the evaluation map, then a = b. 
(5) For each c in K there exists a v-Ostrowski net (bL)lED contained in K 
defining the valuation zI(FiCJ on F(c) or defining the valuation C(F(~) oe, on 
F (x) (where e, : F(x) --t F(c) is the evaluation map) depending upon whether 
c is c&ze’Drcirc 07‘mnscen6ent~ over F . 
Proof. Lemma 2.4 $eMs that if a is algebraic over F,, then iv[_f tup>>&~? is
eventually strictly increasing where f is the minimal polynomial of a over F 
and hence (ap)gE~ is F-algebraic. Conversely, if (a~)~c~ is F-algebraic, let f be 
a nonzero polynomial in F [x] such that (v (f (up ) ))pE~ is eventually strictly 
increasing and let v’ be an extension of 6 to kalsebraic c10sure. By Lemma 2.1, 
there exists a root c of f in Falgebraic c1osure such that v’(c - ap) = rp for all /? 
in B. By [I, Proposition 1, p.4171, if G’ is the value group of v’, then G’/G 
is a torsion group and hence by Lemma 2.3 (yp)pEB is cofinal in G’ as well. 
Therefore, (ap)DEB converges to both a and c in T,,. Hence a = c and a is 
algetraic over F. 
If g is a manic polynomial of smallest degree for which (v(g(ag))),rc~ is 
eventually strictly increasing and if a is not a root of g, then (V (g(aa )))pE~ 
converges to 6 (g (a > ) in the discrete topology. Consequently, (V (g (aP ) )}P~B 
is even~uatiy constant, a contradiction. Lemma 2.4 then estabMn5 that (2) 
and (3) hold. 
Suppose that (ap)pCB is an F-transcendental net contained in F and that 
b E & is such that the ualua\tin UI defined on F {xj by (a&*~ is equivalent to 
6(F(bjOeb. Let WI denote ti(F(b)Oeb_ For each B in B, let ffi(x) = x-ag E F [Xl. 
Since w (fa) = fi (a - aa) for all p in B, (fp)pE~ converges to 0 in T, and 
hence in r,, as well. Thus as w1 (fp) = 6 (b - ag ) for all fi in B and as the 
value group of wI is cofinal in G (since (yp),rE~ is cofinal in G), (ap)pE~ 
converges to b in TC. Therefore a = b and (4) holds. 
Finally, if c E k, let D be a cotinal, well-ordered subset of v (K\(O) ), for 
each /z in D let CA E K be such that v (cl) = A and let dk E K be such that 
V (c - dx) > A. Denote cL + d2 by !.Q. Then (bk)lE.u is a ~Ostrowski net in K 
and for each A in D, 6 (c - bn) = 1. Consequently, (bn)lCn converges to c in 
T;, and hence (5) follows from (l)-(3). 0 
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Corollary 2.6. If v is a complete valuation on a field F, then each v-Ostrowski 
net in F with gauge cofmal in the value group of v is F-algebraic. q 
Corollary 2.7. If v is a complete discrete valuation on a field F, then each 
v-Ostrowski net in F is F-algebraic. 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let F be a subfield of a field K, let v be a valuation on K, let 
(ag)bEB be an F-transcendental v-Ostrowski net in F with gauge cojinal in the 
value group of v and let (b ) 1 ~g be an F-transcendental v-Ostrowski net in 
K with gauge cofinal in the value group of v. Denote the valuations on F(x) 
defined by (aa)pEB and (bn& by WI and ~2, respectively. Let a and b be 
elements in K such that (ap)pEB converges to 7i in 76 and (bn)lEc converges to 
b in TC. The following are equivalent. 
(1) (aa)pzB NF (hhEc. 
(2) a = b. 
(3) Wl = w2. 
Proof. Clearly (3) implies ( 1) . Lemma 2.4 yields that (2) implies (3). The 
proof of (4) of Theorem 2.5 establishes that ( I ) implies (2). IJ 
Corollary 2.9. Suppose that v is a discrete valuation on a field F and that 
(aP)pCB is an F-transcendental GOstrowski net in P. Then there exists an 
F-transcendental v-Ostrowski net (bi)El in F such that (ap)gEB -F (bi)El. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that v (and 6) are real 
valuations. By Theorem 2.5, there exists an element a in P such that a is 
transcendental over F and (ap)pEB converges to a in TC. Since v is a discrete 
valuation, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (5), there exists a v-Ostrowski net 
(bi)p 1 in F such that (bi)z 1 converges to a in T; as well. Therefore, by 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.8, (b,)z”=, has the desired properties. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let v be a discrete valuation on a field F and let (aS)BEB 
and (bA)nEc be two F-transcendental &Ostrowski nets contained in P. Denote 
the 76-limits of (ap)pEB and (bA)Aeo in p by ?i and b, respectively. Then 
(ag)pCB “F (bn)nCc if and only if Z = 8. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.9, there exist F-transcendental v-Ostrowski nets (ai)zl 
and (b:)z”=, in F such that (ap)pEB -F (a{)zl and (bA)AEc -F (b/)E”=,. Corol- 
lary 2.10 then follows from Theorem 2.8. IJ 
Corollary 2.11. Let F be a field, let v be a proper, discrete real valuation on 
F and let K be an algebraically closed field containing @. If v’ is a real 
valuation extending 6 to K for which K is not complete, then there exists an 
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F-transcendental u’-Ostrowski net (a;\” I .,(_I corztatrzed in K with gauge cgfinal in 
the value group of v’ such that if (ba)pEB is any F-transcendental v-Ostrowski 
net contained in F, then (ai)E , 7LF ( bB)PEB. 
Proof. Pick any element a in Z?‘\K where k is the completion of K for v’. Let 
(ai)E 1 be a v’-Ostrowski net in K such that (ai)E1 converges to a in T;. As K 
is algebraically closed and a +! K, a is transcendental over F and hence (ai)zl 
is an F-transcendental net by Theorem 2.5. If (bp)pEB is any v-Ostrowski net 
in F, then there exists b E P such that (bp)pEB converges to b in T;. Since 
v is a discrete real valuation, the value group of v is cofinal in the value 
group of v^l and hence the gauge of (b ,_I )peg is cofinal in the value group of v’. 
Thus (178)~~~ converges to b in 7;; as wel’r. Since a + b, {b,)pE~ 7cF (a$2 I ‘my 
Theorem 2.8. 0 
Exampk 2.12. Let _B be a prime, l& v be t’ne p-a&c va\uation on the ratio- 
nal field Q and let Q, denote the completion of Q for T,. By Corollary 2.7, 
each <-Ostrowski net in Qp is Q,-algebraic and by Theorem 2.5, such a net 
is Q-algebraic if and only if its limit in Qp is algebraic over Q. By Corol- 
lary 2.9, each Q-transcendental 6-Ostrowski net in Qr, is Q-equivalent to a 
Q-transcendental 6-Ostrowski net contained in Q. If v’ denotes the unique 
real-valued extension of ti to QFlgebraic c1osure, then as Qilgebraic closure is not com- 
plete for TV [ 3, Theorem 12, p. 711, Corollary 2.11 yields that there exists 
a Q-t~-an~endenM v’-Dstrows)rj net jaQ$ con&&& jn Dy%‘“‘” 6~~~ sm5b 
thadr ‘6 ‘+p; >>Fs 'i5 8S_V W~i~~SC~~ti~B WKX%~W~ki il& CCPiWh& 'iS -Q, ‘$ii 
bW3dWp~~. 
Notice that the assumption in Theorem 2.8 that (ap)pEB is contained in 
F cannot be dropped. Indeed, let vp denote the p-adic valuation on the 
rational field Q, let t be a transcendental element over Q and let K denote the 
field Q(t). Let ‘u be the valuation on K such that for all Cl=, ait’ in Q [ t], 
v (Cy=‘=, ait’) = mino<icn up (ai). (That v is a valuation on K extending vp _- 
follows from Lemma 1 of [ 1, p. 4341.) Notice that by Theorem 2.5, (pn + t)rcl 
and (p” - t)r=, are two Q-transcendental nets in K defining the same valuations 
on Q (x ) but having different limits in R. 
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